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How does the global (financialized) commodity trade impact on local lifeworlds?

The growing influence of transnational market intermediaries, including financial actors, has profoundly changed the global commodities trade, “de-linking” markets in commodities from the material conditions of production and use and “re-linking” them to offshore marketplaces and trading hubs, such as Switzerland.

How do these processes affect local lives along the copper value chain, from the mining pits and the surrounding communities in Zambia, through towns and harbours on African transport corridors, through Swiss trading firms and banks to sites of industrial production and recycling? What needs to be done in order to move towards more ethical trading and production systems conducive to the vision of sustainable development and Agenda 2030?

This moderated roundtable will bring together researchers and civil society activists from the project Valueworks: Effects of Financialization along the Copper Value Chain, funded by SNIS, as well as representatives from business and policymakers to discuss the Swiss Commodity Trading Hub and its impact on the Global South.

For more information about the project, visit www.unrisd.org/valueworks
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- Harnessing the Potential of Mining for Sustainable Development: Squaring the Circle?
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ABSTRACTS

Implications of Supply Chain Governance for Supply Chain Sustainability

Christian Busse (Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg)

Despite intensive pressure for sustainable business conduct originating from stakeholders and institutional environments, modern supply chains are rather unsustainable overall. On many occasions, they even feature sustainability collapses (i.e., sudden and very drastic decreases of one or multiple sustainability performance dimensions along a supply chain). Extant explanations of low sustainability performance are mostly institutional. Such explanations revolve around decoupling of sustainable practices from sustainability pressures and around weak institutionalization of the institutions in, for instance, emerging-economy contexts. We seek to complement such explanations by assessing the implications of supply chain governance for supply chain sustainability. Our framework of inter-organizational governance modes connects different types of governance with specific levels of non-conformance risk. The model illuminates why modern supply chains often facilitate, rather than obstruct, sustainability collapses. Our core thesis is that established outsourcing and relationship management practices inherently increase the likelihood of sustainability collapses. This makes sustainability collapses endemic rather than purely externally driven. In doing so we offer a more nuanced interpretation of firm behavior surrounding sustainable business conduct that goes beyond simple black and white categorizations. In practical terms, the study calls the current outsourcing practices into question. It offers a springboard for sustainability-oriented design of supply chains.

The Financialization of Transnational Business: Implications for Human Rights and Livelihoods in Zambia’s Copperbelt

Hanna Haile (McGill University)

Privately owned copper mining companies operating in the Copperbelt prioritize profit maximization when making decisions, particularly in response to the changing prices of copper. Field research conducted in the Copperbelt in May and June of 2017 revealed that the activities of the mining companies have not only negatively impacted people’s health and the environment but have also caused displacement, loss of livelihood and precarious employment and often these impacts are gendered. While an argument attributing rights abuse to financialization is a tenuous one to make, political economists concede that as the objective of business becomes the maximization of shareholder value, the finance sector becomes a key component of the economy, the primary focus on information about macroeconomic and microeconomic fundamentals from this country. They also follow closely Beijing’s major policies in areas such as transnational trade, international cooperation, land use, real estate, banking, industrial development and environmental protection. Besides its traditional role as a copper producer and consumer, China exerts a growing influence on the copper market through financial markets. Significantly, of the three main exchanges on which copper contracts are currently traded globally, one of them (Shanghai Futures Exchange SHFE) is located in China and another (London Metal Exchange LME) belongs to a company based in Hong Kong. Many analysts note that “trading is moving East”. But does this mean that China contributes to financialization on the global copper market? This presentation provides a detailed and contrasted answer, based on six months of research conducted by the author between 2016 and 2018.

Mining and Land Acquisition and the Creation of Legal Regimes in Zambia

Marja Hinfelaar and Tine Banda (SAIPAR)

Historically, commercial exploration of minerals in Zambia has been accompanied by the prerequisite of private landownership, as opposed to communal landownership which is the default position in Zambia. This was the case before and after the era of nationalized mining industry in Zambia (1970s-1990s). This paper focuses on more recent history, taking it from the most recent phase of (re) privatization of mines and how this was accompanied by the new Land Act of 1995. The Act is based on the idea that private ownership and commercial valuation of land would enhance economic development. Deregulation of the banking industry led to the introduction of new financial products utilized to invest in assets, such as land. The consequence was accelerated commodification and financialization of land in Zambia, especially around urban and mining areas. The backlash against the privatization and commercialization of land and mining in recent years has taken different forms, notably resource nationalism and new land policies.

Physical Commodity Trading, Made in Geneva: (Mis-)Conceptions, Issues, and Possible Ways Forward

Stefan Leins (University of Zurich)

Switzerland is today’s largest commodity trading hub, accounting for roughly 30 percent of global trading activities. Most of these trading activities are taking place in Geneva, where six out of the ten largest Swiss companies in terms of sales volumes are located. All of those companies are active in physical commodity trading—the act of buying and selling goods including the organization of large parts of the logistical processes that accompany the physical delivery of commodities. Contrary to what is generally assumed, these companies do not primarily earn their money through speculative activities in market exchanges, such as the trading of structured products. But they nonetheless contribute to unequal trading relationships by exercising power through their networks. In my talk, I want to point out some of the main issues in physical commodity trade and call for increased reporting standards and a centralized authority in Switzerland, which would allow legal, governmental, and civil society institutions to trace back supply chains and, in so doing, recognize violations in human rights and environmental concerns.

All Eyes on China: The Commodity Giant’s Role in a Globalized Copper Market

Yvan Schulz (University of Oxford)

Nowadays, China plays a predominant role in all commodity markets, including that for copper. Analysts of the copper market often look towards China when trying to understand current trends, and focus on information about macroeconomic and microeconomic fundamentals from this country. They also follow closely Beijing’s major policies in areas such as transnational trade, international cooperation, land use, real estate, banking, industrial development and environmental protection. Besides its traditional role as a copper producer and consumer, China exerts a growing influence on the copper market through financial markets. Significantly, of the three main exchanges on which copper contracts are currently traded globally, one of them (Shanghai Futures Exchange SHFE) is located in China and another (London Metal Exchange LME) belongs to a company based in Hong Kong. Many analysts note that “trading is moving East”. But does this mean that China contributes to financialization on the global copper market? This presentation provides a detailed and contrasted answer, based on six months of research conducted by the author between 2016 and 2018.
Swiss Extractivism: Switzerland’s Role in Zambia’s Copper Sector

Rita Kesselring (University of Basel) and Gregor Dobler (University of Freiburg)

Our presentation gives an overview of Swiss companies active in Zambia’s copper sector. We start with differentiating four types of commodity traders: “classical” independent commodity trading firms; integrated mining companies driven by trade interests; trading arms of multinational mining companies; and in-house commodity traders employed by banking and investment firms. These different types of traders operate with different business imperatives, risk profiles and time horizons.

No trading firm operates in isolation. The second part of our talk shows how many Swiss companies participate in copper extraction and logistics by providing trade infrastructure and services. From shipping to insurance, from certification to warehousing, companies headquartered in Switzerland play a major role in all elements of the logistics chain. With less political exposure or scrutiny than mining (and increasingly trading) companies, they generate profit at all stages of copper’s value chain.

Swiss involvement in copper’s commodity chain is much larger than trade alone, and we cannot understand the impact of Switzerland’s commodity trade on other countries — and regulate it — without taking the entire sector into account.

The Financialization of Commodity Markets: The Case of Copper in Zambia

Dale Mudenda, Maio Bulawayo and Manenga Ndulo (University of Zambia and SAIPAR)

Zambia is an active participant in the global copper trade. The country was among the top 10 copper producing countries in 2015, accounting for 4 percent of global copper ore production and 3 percent of global refined copper production. Financialization of the global copper trade implies that Zambia is a de facto participant in unpredictable financial markets. Thus, it has become increasingly difficult to explain the copper price and the value of copper exports exclusively in terms of market forces of supply and demand. The increasing presence of mining giants such as the Anglo-Swiss Glencore and Vedanta Resources PLC in the production, purchasing and marketing of copper also reflects the increasing financialization of the global copper trade. This increased financialization may explain the apparent discrepancies between the per unit value of copper exports reported by the exporting country (Zambia), those reported in the “intermediating” country (such as Switzerland) and those reported by the “final” importing country (such as China). The main objective of this paper is to investigate whether there exists a link between copper prices and financial market dynamics such as stock price movements in the copper sector in Zambia. The study focuses on the share price movements of Glencore and Vedanta Resources PLC — key players in the Zambian copper mining industry.

Ideas and Reflections Concerning the Regulatory Framework of the Commodity Trade Sector in Switzerland

Aurora Garcia (Swiss ADR)

Switzerland is known for its outstanding and sometimes notorious role as an international financial centre. Almost unnoticed by a larger public, the last 20 years have seen another business sector reach a significant size: Switzerland has become the world’s largest commodity trading hub. In 2013 the Swiss Federal Council had to acknowledge its considerable volume and its inherent reputational risk for the country, given the lack of an adequate regulatory framework. Since then, a number of scandals involving companies headquartered in Switzerland have come to light. Against the claims of the industry that their voluntary due diligence is sufficient, NGOs are demanding the introduction of binding regulations. This includes transparency concerning payments to governments and responsibility for the entire value chain but also ways of redistributing the wealth generated on the back of resource-rich countries.

Getting a Piece of the Cake? Civil Society Activism and CSR in Zambia

Anna-Sophie Hobi (University of Basel)

In the past 15 years, three large-scale copper mines set up their productions in Zambia’s North-Western Province. This triggered an increase in the number of civil society organizations (CSOs) concerned with the industry’s effects onto communities, mainly in Solwezi, the provincial capital. CSOs are monitoring environmental changes, as well as development projects of the government and the mines, and are advocating for the rights of mining host communities. Lobbying activities involve interaction with mining companies, and the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) departments are the first (and often only) offices approachable. Engagement with CSR departments is often initiated and co-operation suggested by Solwezi CSOs themselves. Having heard about conflict-laden contestation or violent clashes between activists and multinational mining companies in other parts of the world, one might be surprised about Solwezi’s “peacefulness”. Might a collaborative approach be a way of claiming a piece of the cake of the mineral wealth? My presentation examines the relationship between CSR and CSOs as a re-enactment of global social and economic inequalities — produced by a global copper industry where value and thus wealth is created outside of Zambia through trade and trade-related activities.

Harnessing the Potential of Mining for Sustainable Development: Squaring the Circle?

Katja Hujo (UNRISD)

Copper is a commodity that has shaped the history and present of mineral-rich countries such as Zambia. But minerals such as copper are also fueling the economy beyond the Global South, for example the trading sector in Switzerland or the production and recycling industry in China. At the same time extractive industries (ElIs) are increasingly under scrutiny with regard to their ecological footprint and human rights issues affecting local populations and workers, turning production sites into sites of contestation and sometimes violent conflict.

More recently, the debate about the challenges and opportunities associated with mining has been influenced by the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. How does mining fit into this new global development framework which is meant to be an agenda for “people, planet and prosperity”? The presentation will discuss tensions, trade-offs and potential synergies between mining and sustainable development, and explore conditions that would help overcome some of the challenges.
associated with Els. I argue that the transformative approach of the 2030 Agenda and its integration of social, environmental and economic goals opens space for rethinking the role of mining and Els in development, and how to develop the sector in a socially and environmentally sustainable way.

Complexities of Colonial Planning and Land Use in Mining Towns: The Case of Mufulira, Zambia

Wilma S. Nchito (University of Zambia)

After the privatization of the mines in Zambia, mining companies had to deal with the outcomes of colonial planning from the era of racial segregation. The location of colonial infrastructure, meanwhile, entails that those in mine townships face the impacts of mining activities whether or not they are involved in mining activities. Mines like Mopani work with reduced levels of employment due to improved technologies or downsizing necessitated by the high market volatility of minerals. Such a situation has negative social and economic impacts on those living in Mufulira, who have historically depended on selling their labour to the mines. The paper considers the changing dynamics of urbanization and production, and what the mining conglomerates are doing or not doing within the existing urban landscapes to create urban spaces. How do they justify their profits to the local communities who are not even employed by the mine? What are the barriers to the equitable distribution of the gains obtained from mining? The paper will frame the prevailing situation in current planning agendas and assess what the mine owners are doing to shift some of the benefits of the mines to the local communities.

THE RESEARCH ISSUE IN CONTEXT

Commodity chains are crucial for understanding global economic and societal connections. They emerge from and reproduce unequal roles in the global division of labour—an inequality increased by higher price volatility, greater international competition for investment, and increasing financialization of trade.

Financialization—the growing influence of financial markets and institutions on national and international economies—has deeply affected commodity markets. Since the early 2000s, new derivative instruments, higher market volatility and automated trading have critically changed the role of finance in commodity trading. Financial instruments today play an important role in determining commodity prices at all points in the value chain. This process is not only driven by trading firms, but also by private, public and institutional investors searching for returns in a volatile market environment. This has further disassociated trade in commodities from their material presence. Commodity markets are now more dependent on expectations about trade in derivative instruments than on commodity needs in the real economy. As a consequence of this decoupling, supply chain transparency and sustainability become next to impossible to achieve for commodities traded on financial markets.

Since the early 1990s, scholars have attempted to explain the new economic structures that drive the global economy. Those interested in commodities have theorized “global commodity chains” (GCC) with a focus on governance processes beyond the analytical lens of the nation-state, often drawing on Wallerstein’s world system framework. Global production networks (GPN) theory links localities by embedding them into global dynamics of production and trade that are no longer controllable from any one place, but offer a framework to detect uneven development both within and between countries. Such networks are theoretically well described and have been studied in a large number of cases. What is less well understood is how financialized commodity trade impacts on local lifeworlds along value chains.
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